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ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with the study of text extraction from the images. In this paper, k – means clustering and 

optical character recognition is the main algorithm to extract and recognize the text in image. With the help of log 

Gabor filter text is located easily. Experimental results shows that the effectiveness of this method. Various images 

are applied to produce better results. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Usually text extraction can be done by three ways. First find the regions of Text in image. Second, remove 

background from its text in original image and third is to produce a binary image. Text is a very interesting thing in 

complex images. In order to extracting this text from images there is lot of problems are arises. So before doing this 

process consider all the properties of the text. Then in document images text is presented in continuously. From this 

cause text is easily identified and extracted. In a usual text images text is in not in an order and also the luminance 

and colors are varying each other. So by using this parameters introduce clustering technique to image. 

Basic clustering technique is not sufficient to solving the above problem. So we consider the some design 

metrics (Celine, 2007) for separation processes. By using the above metric the grouped images are effective which 

means identical colors are appeared in grouped images. Gray level image will produce depending upon design of 

filter which is used to extract text in image. For that the filter has correctly designed according to the image 

parameters. If text and background colors are different, text regions are founded easily. But both are in same color 

there is some pyramid are arises during the text extraction. To analyze a images we required numerous stages and 

we concentrate on the text extraction part, character segmentation and recognition steps  

Existing Methods: Previous text extraction in color images are operates in different colors. In N. Papadakos, 

concentrate on Text extraction in mixed-type documents. In this method the text can detected and extracted 

automatically in mixed color image is considered. This method is depends on ACR and a PLA approach. The ACR 

(Cheolkon, 2008) technique is used to acquire the best numeral of colors and to alter the text into the primary of 

them. Using the important colors, the document image is dividing into the divisible color images. Finally we obtain 

a binary image using principal color. The page layout method is applied identify the text region. To combine the text 

regions calculated from the different color plains by merging procedure final and to generate the final document.  

Xiabi Liu (2008), uses one method, which is depends on statistical model and knowledge of adjacent 

characters to extract multilingual texts in images. Based on this modeling, text extraction is performed by marking 

each text regions through connected component in the binary image as character or and non-character according to 

its neighbor character, where a morphology based method is introduce to detect and connect each character. Also 

partition based method is advice to establish the neighborhoods of connected components.  

2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGIES  

The objective of this project is to extract and recognize a text from given input image. Various steps 

were used to do this Extraction and recognition process. The steps are clustering process, merging clusters 

(Strouthopoulos, 2002) and removing back ground, log Gabor filter process, text segmentation and training 

algorithm. In first, the particular metric to be selected and we use spatial information to take the right decision 

regarding the best segmentation between both metrics. Log Gabor filters (Changick, 2009) is the technique which is 

used to combine all the colors or gray levels with spatial information. 

 
Figure.1. Proposed Block Diagram 

We uses segmentation algorithm to separate similar colors together for set of clusters. In related to this 

concept we choose three means clustering method, in this two groups are used to textual foreground and background, 

while the third one is a noisy cluster dedicated to noise in complex images or edges of characters that are always 

slightly different, even in clear images. The background color of the image is selected easily and proficiently as being 

the color with the highest rate of occurrences on the image boundaries. The three clusters the merged by connected 

component technique.  
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This technique is used to scan the image of every 8*8 pixel block. First the CC labeling operator checks 

the first 8*8 pixel block. If all pixels are having same value means it will label as a 1. If anyone pixel value is different 

means it will omit that pixel block. Next, it will go to check another pixel block if all pixels are having a same value 

means it will be marked as 2. Likewise, every block is labeled or omitted. These processes are performing in every 

8*8 pixel block of all clusters. Next, to count how much number connected components (Sunil Kumar, 2009) are 

labeled in each cluster image. The cluster which contains required number of connected components is referred as 

text cluster. So comparing the three different cluster set with their connected component, we can select the cluster 

which has required number of connected components as our text cluster.  

Text segmentation by recognition: The image from Log-Gabor filter is having text with dark background. So 

segmenting this text in image is difficult. So the filter output image is needed to invert. This invert process is 

performed by using the following steps. 

Steps for Inverting Image: By using above steps the filter output image is inverted. After inverting process the 

inverted image having dark text with bright background. Inverted images are shown according with their intensity 

values. Consecutively inverted image is segmented by using the threshold value. The suitable threshold value is 

compute by Otsu method (Lyu, 2005), which selects the threshold value to deduce the variance of the black and 

white pixels. The affine transform and image adjustment values are combine and create a global 2-dimensional spatial 

transform structure. This global 2 dimensional spatial transform structure are useful to the threshold image. So 

threshold image are getting changed according to the global 2-dimensional spatial transform.  

Here, im= filter output image intensity values,  

If im = integer, 

MinVal=max (im) 

MaxVal= min (im); 

ElseIf im = float 

ImMin=min (im ); 

ImMax=max(im); 

If ImMin >= 0 && ImMax <= 1, 

MinVal=0; 

MaxVal=1; 

Else 

MinVal=ImMin; 

MaxVal=ImMax; 

End. 

Training: In this block the segmented character is recognized by the character recognition technique. First the 

segmented image is altered by the image adjustment values. Then this altered image is applied to the median filter, 

which is applied to eliminate noise and preserve edges from images. After these process templates are assigned i.e. 

each character image have assigned by separate letter and separate number. Consecutively each character part alone 

crop from the filtered image i.e. crop a black text with white background part. Likewise every character is crop from 

the image. Next labeling (Li, 2011) process is performed. In labeling process each character of the cropped image 

are labeled by calculating the CC of the image. After this the labeled characters are resumed according to defined 

values. Here the defined values are 42 and 24. Finally the resized characters are compared with templates and 

recognized character is printed in word document.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Here the input text image given to the system, which will chooses a suitable cluster image from different cluster 

image. Further clustered image can converted to grayscale and filtered through log gabor process to remove the 

noise. Finally the training can be done through OCR method to recognize a text present in image. 

Text Extraction Part 

  
Figure.2. Input image 

 (a)  

 (b)  

 (c)  

Figure.3. Cluster image (a) first cluster,(b) second cluster, (c) third cluster 
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Figure.4. Image after grouping all clusters 

  
Figure.5. Image after Log Gabor process 

  
Figure.6. Final output 

  
Figure.7. Inverted image 

  
Figure.8. Segmented image 

 

  
Figure.9. Input image to recognition part 

  
Figure.10. Image after preprocess 

  
Figure.11. Recognized text 

4. CONCLUSION 

Metric Based Clustering algorithm produces better results for images with difficult backgrounds and 

irregular intensity variations. Metric-based clustering are well suited for text extraction from mixed images. This 

technique mainly uses color information. Text is easily segmented using log Gabor filter. Results show that OCR 

method produces good result. But images with complex background, leads to error. In future concentrate to provide 

better result for complex background images. 
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